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Abstract

When supplying information, agents choose between options

that differ both in their contents and in their costs. We estab-

lish a “cost-over-content” theorem for a large class of dynamic

trading environments where buyers choose from arbitrary sets

of processes (experiments) that reveal information to the seller.

When all experiments are equally costly, choosing any given ex-

periment is a perfect equilibrium. However, when experiments

differ in costs, there is a unique equilibrium: all buyers choose

the cheapest experiment, regardless of the information it pro-

vides. We explore implications for market performance, privacy,

data sale, and defaults in market regulation.
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1 Introduction

A central insight of microeconomics is that private information can have

a profound impact on the efficiency of trade and on the allocation of the

surplus between buyers and sellers. For instance, when deciding what

prices to charge, both in the context of static or dynamic price discrim-

ination, profit-maximizing sellers face a trade-off between the efficient

allocation of their products and the provision of information rents to

their consumers. This trade-off, and thus the volume of trade and con-

sumer welfare, critically depends on just how much private information

buyers have. Similarly, the owner of an asset may secure a sale if she

can credibly signal that her asset is of sufficiently high quality. At the

same time, trade may well break down in the absence of such disclosure

even if it is common knowledge that there are benefits from trade.

A privately informed party can, however, often affect what her trad-

ing partner learns about her information both before and during trade.

For example, buyers can decide how much information to disclose about

themselves by selecting how much of their online search is traceable by

the seller. Similarly, as in pure signalling, a worker can exert costly

but economically wasteful effort to credibly communicate her ability,

and also her outside option, to an employer. It is then natural to ask

how shall a privately informed party choose the information she supplies

to her trading partner and what will be the result of such endogenous

determination of the distribution of information on the terms of trade.

Choosing the information others receive is also the question at the

center of the rapidly growing and influential literature on information

design. Information design focuses on a sender’s optimal choice of in-

formation within a given game. The sender (e.g., the buyer) chooses

an information structure or experiment to determine what the receiver

(e.g., the seller) knows before they take an action, cf. Kamenica and

Gentzkow (2012) and Bergemann and Morris (2019). This approach has

been applied to a variety of problems including a class of sender-receiver

games where it is often referred to as Bayesian persuasion. The focus

of information design, however, is on a sender who chooses an experi-
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ment before possessing any private information about the payoff state.1

While this assumption holds true in many contexts, in other contexts, a

sender frequently possesses private information prior to deciding on the

information to supply.

Our paper revisits information design in the classic monopoly prob-

lem where a seller faces a buyer at one or more time periods. The buyer

has private information about her valuation for the seller’s product and

the seller makes price offers. Before starting their interaction, the buyer

can choose from an arbitrary finite set of dynamic information structures

or experiments. Each experiment determines the information that the

seller receives over time. We also permit experiments to deliver news,

either privately or publicly, regarding the timing of information arrival

itself. We further allow different experiments to have different costs. For

instance, the buyer may need to pay a fee to prevent an app from tracking

her, thereby preserving her privacy. Alternatively, disclosing some infor-

mation correlated with her preferences may be costly for her. Despite

the complexity of this setting with dynamic pricing, flexible observation

structures, and arbitrary information designs, where a given information

design may help some (or all) consumers, while another could hurt them,

we present two robust insights on the endogenous supply of information.

First, we show that when experiments do not differ in their costs,

then anything goes. The buyer choosing any one of the experiments

irrespective of her private information is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

Specifically, the buyer’s ex ante choice of experiment, as examined in

classic information design, remains an equilibrium information structure

even if she makes the choice at the interim stage, that is, when she knows

the payoff state.

Second, we show, however, that when experiments do differ in their

costs, there is instead a unique perfect Bayesian equilibrium. The buyer

opts for the least expensive experiment, regardless of its information

content. This finding implies that all buyer types select the least ex-

1This is referred as the commitment assumption in that the sender picks a state-
contingent signal distribution before learning the payoff state, even though the actual
message sent is fully conditioned on the payoff state.
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pensive experiment, regardless of whether it fully reveals the buyer’s

preferences, provides information about some types but not others, or

maintains perfect privacy. Given an arbitrary set of potential informa-

tion designs, informed buyers select experiments purely on the basis of

their costs and not on their informational content.

Third, we show that these two results remain true in a variety of

extensions of our base setup: two-sided payoff uncertainty, random al-

location of the bargaining power, dynamic choice of information design,

general observation structures, and the presence of common values.

For instance, given common values, the information supplied by the

buyer directly impacts the seller’s preferences over trade, e.g., the seller’s

cost of serving the buyer might directly depend on the buyer’s type.

With common values there may be no trade in the absence of informa-

tion revelation due to classic selection problems (as, e.g. in Akerlof 1970),

while there can be substantial trade if more information was offered, for

example if the buyer chose some form of noisy or partial information dis-

closure. However, the buyer still invariably opts for the least expensive

experiment in equilibrium.

Similarly, when the sender makes information design choices over

time, we show that she always chooses the cheapest design in any given

period where such a choice may arise. Consequently, small inter-temporal

redistributions of information costs may result in dramatic shifts in the

supply of information and the efficiency of trade. In sum, we establish

an informational irrelevance result for a large class of trading environ-

ments. When prices respond flexibly to information, senders will always

choose the lowest cost option irrespective of its content.

Although our main result says nothing about the kind of informa-

tion design the sender will end up choosing, in many contexts there is

a natural link between the information content of an experiment and

its cost. For instance, considering the literature on voluntary disclosure

(e.g., Grossman 1981, Milgrom 1981, Verrecchia 1983), our findings im-

ply that if partial or full disclosure incurs costs while non-disclosure is

free, senders will opt not to disclose in the unique equilibrium. Con-

versely, when there is a cost associated with privacy protection, and the
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default is full transparency, the equilibrium preferences fully reverse —

even though the sender is fully aware of the potential large difference in

her equilibrium payoffs.

In Section 4, we then consider an application of the above by embed-

ding it into a simple market setting where the buyer’s privacy options,

including cost differences, emerge endogenously. In this context we first

point out that even when the buyer has the right to choose what in-

formation to share with the seller, unless full privacy protection is the

directly cheapest option, the buyer will never choose that.

We then endogenize the supply and the pricing of experiments. We

consider privacy platforms (experiments) offered by a platform provider

for online shopping. The platform provider can choose from an arbi-

trary set of technologically feasible privacy platforms. She decides which

platforms to offer and at what price each. The platform provider also

contracts with the seller and agrees on some profit-sharing, that is, on

a contract where in exchange for the information provided to the seller,

the seller’s transfer to the platform provider is increasing in the seller’s

realized profit. Finally, buyers have the choice to select a platform, to

shop offline directly from the seller, or to exit the market. In this context

we show that in equilibrium the platform provider offers platforms that

maximize the value of the information passed to the seller, as measured

in the seller’s profit, and offers these platforms for free.

Our paper then finds that in a basic market setting buyers lack the

proper equilibrium incentives to protect their privacy. At the same time,

parties that benefit from acquiring information are willing to incur sub-

stantial costs to do so, provided competition does not fully restrict their

ability to extract surplus from consumers. This sharp asymmetry has

various consequences. It implies that the opportunity to engage in data

trade can often cause buyers to be worse off compared to where such data

trade is prohibited. This observation may then shed light on how the

widespread ability to track consumers can have very significant impact

on the distribution of gains from trade even when consumers seemingly

have access to cheap methods of protecting such informational rents.

Furthermore, policies that directly regulate information gathering, or
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information sale may be considered to safeguard consumer welfare. In

the presence of transaction costs or regulated trade, our result also points

to the power of defaults in information choice and their impact both on

the efficiency of trade and the distribution of the benefits arising from

it. We discuss theoretical extensions and such policy considerations in

the Conclusion.

1.1 Related Literature

Our paper relates to various strands in the literature.

First, as mentioned, our paper links to the expanding literature on

information design, e.g., Bergemann and Morris (2019), which consid-

ers one party’s (the information designer’s) observable choice about the

information structure in the game. An instance of this is the ’Bayesian

persuasion’ problem where a sender picks the experiment for a receiver

who then takes an action affecting the sender’s payoff. In this context,

when the full space of experiments is available, Kamenica and Gentzkow

(2012) canonized the solution method of concavification and Gentzkow

and Kamencia (2014) considered costly information design, e.g., with

the cost of each experiment linked to its respective entropy reduction,

and showed that key insights of this literature continue to hold.

Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2015) applied the information-design

approach to the classic static monopoly problem. They study the wel-

fare implications of the information the seller obtains about the buyer’s

private valuation. Their results imply that if the buyer picked what the

seller learned about the buyer preferences, before the buyer herself knew

anything about her own preferences, then the maximal payoff the buyer

can achieve corresponds to the difference between the total surplus from

trade minus the seller’s uniform monopoly profit (the one achievable by

the seller posting a single price knowing only the prior). Instead, if the

seller picked what he learned about the buyer’s preferences, naturally

the seller would want to learn everything to extract the full surplus from

trade. An important implication of their results is that ex ante the buyer

is willing to pay a substantial amount to control the seller’s information.

In contrast, our results imply that interim the buyer’s willingness to pay
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for informational control drops to null.

In this strand, we also relate to Roesler and Szentes (2017) who also

study the classic static monopoly problem with private values. They

determine the optimal information structure that an uninformed buyer

would ex ante choose to learn about her own valuation. The seller ob-

serves this choice of information structure, but not the signal generated

from this observation structure which become the buyer’s private infor-

mation. Our analysis includes the static monopoly problem but we differ

in that we focus on the situation in which the buyer is already informed

and chooses the seller’s information.

Second, we relate to the literature on voluntary disclosure of verifi-

able information. This literature considers particular evidence structures

that the privately informed party can disclose to an uninformed party,

e.g., Grossman and Hart (1980). A key insight of this literature is a

full disclosure result. Specifically, Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981)

show that in the environments they study there is a unique perfect equi-

librium, in which all types choose full disclosure. Verrechia (1983) shows

that when disclosure is costly, the equilibrium is given by a cutoff where

low types do not disclose while high types do, and as the cost of disclo-

sure decreases, the set of types that choose disclosure increases and the

equilibrium converges to full disclosure as this cost goes to zero. Given

such a fixed cost of disclosure, Jovanovich (1982) shows that there may

be too much disclosure from a social efficiency perspective.2 In Section

3.5 we describe how our setup effectively captures the evidence structure

of voluntary disclosure, and provide a detailed comparison of our results

and the logic of these papers.

Third, our approach is related to the literature on signaling. Our

results highlight the importance of the common assumption built into

signaling models: that by signalling, agents receive a payoff change com-

2For a review see, e.g., Milgrom (2008). For more recent work in this tradition cf.
e.g. Ali, Lewis, and Vasserman (2023) who consider costless verifiable disclosure of a
privately informed buyer to a monopolist seller in a static setting using the evidence
structure of Grossman (1981); they show that the buyer may choose and benefit from
partial disclosure of her information. See also Strausz (2017), who establishes the
revelation principle for mechanism design with costless verifiable evidence.
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mensurate with their types (cf. Kreps and Sobel (1994) for a list of

possible assumptions, all of which share this feature).3 For instance, in

Spence (1973), the signaling agents’ payoffs correspond to their types

because the market to whom they signal is competitive. In contrast, we

focus on a buyer who faces a monopolistic seller and who might obtain

no gain in the rent she receives when conveying her type.

Fourth, we contribute to the literature on privacy. Acquisti, Tay-

lor, and Wagman (2016) provide an example where the seller can elicit

full disclosure by a buyer for a small discount linking the argument to

Grossman and Milgrom as discussed above.4 Pram (2021) considers an

adverse selection problem where both the seller and the buyer’s pay-

off depends directly on the buyer’s private information and shows that

both parties may benefit from disclosure. Calzolari and Pavan (2006)

and Board and Liu (2018) study how firms may disclose consumer in-

formation to each other and track it dynamically in the context of price

discrimination. A growing number of papers explore the ways in which

consumers may benefit from their private information being transmitted

to improve the match between sellers and buyers, e.g., Kim and Kircher

(2015), Mirkin and Pycia (2015), de Corniere and de Nijs (2016), Hidir

and Vellodi (2021). We discuss other work on privacy in Section 4.

We also relate to the broader economic literature on the role of de-

faults in determining economic outcomes. In this literature, defaults

matter because of consumer inertia and procrastination as, e.g., in Madrian

and Shea (2001). Defaults might also anchor strategic reasoning (cf.,

e.g., Crawford and Iriberri 2007). In contrast, in our environment the

presence of a default fully determines the equilibrium choices without

any behavioral considerations.

3Cf. also the survey by Riley (2001) and the recent general signaling analysis of
Starkov (2023), which also implicitly incorporate commensurate-payoff assumptions.

4In our earlier draft, Madarasz and Pycia (2020), now subsumed by the current
paper, we relatedly showed that whenever there is a default privacy choice that is
cheapest for all types, then this default choice is made in every equilibrium.
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2 Setup

Consider the classic dynamic monopoly problem. The seller (receiver)

owns an object whose value to the seller we now normalize to be 0. The

buyer (sender) privately knows her value for this object which is denoted

by θ ∈ [θ, θ] = Θ ⊂ R+ and is drawn from a commonly known cdf F (θ).

In each period t ≥ 1 of the game, the seller makes a price offer.

The buyer can accept or reject this offer. If she accepts some offer pt in

period t, her payoff in period t is θ − pt while the seller’s payoff in this

period is pt. Accepting an offer ends the game. If she rejects an offer, the

game continues or ends without trade in which case payoffs are null. The

players have von Neumann-Morgenstern preferences over these payoffs.

Players discount their future payoffs at their own, potentially different,

fixed discount rates, each of which is an element of (0, 1). The horizon

of the game T can be finite ( t ∈ {1, ..., T} ) or infinite (t ∈ {1, ...} ).

We study the information design choice of the privately-informed

party in this classic problem. Specifically, at period t = 0, the buyer

chooses from a finite set of dynamic experiments S = {s1, .....sN}. Each
experiment,

sj : Θ → ∆(Z1 × Z2 × ....),

is a Borel measurable function of the payoff state and, for each t, Zt

denotes the set of possible signal realizations in period t. An experiment

may immediately reveal the payoff state, may reveal it gradually, may

convey only partial or partitional information, or none at all. Signal

realization can also be correlated over time. We also allow for these re-

alizations to be either public or observed privately by the seller. Finally,

we employ the standard notion of Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium

(PBE or equilibrium henceforth) as our solution concept.

Remark 1. We can expand the set of experiments and allow for more

complex information processes. Formally, let Ω be the space of the

states of Nature with a common prior. Each state resolves all uncertainty

about the environment; in particular, θ is also determined by the state of

nature (and we maintain the standard assumption that the dependence
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is Borel). Let P be a probability measure on Ω and F (θ) be the resulting

cdf on buyer’s values. Each experiment,

sj : Ω → ∆(Z1 × Z2 × ....)

is a Borel function of the state of nature ω ∈ Ω which assigns to each

state a probability distribution over a set of, possibly correlated, signal

realizations over time. This more general formulation also allows for

auto-correlation between signals and for the players to receive informa-

tion about the arrival of payoff information per se, etc. All our results

will continue to hold under this general formulation.

3 Information Choice

We turn to the characterization of our results. We start with the more

restrictive case where each available experiment has the same direct cost

or benefit, then consider the case where experiments have heterogeneous

direct costs or benefits. Finally, we consider a number of extensions of

our setup that demonstrate the robustness and the force of our results.

3.1 Costless Experiments

First, suppose that there are no cost differences associated with choos-

ing any element of S. For example, experiments may all be free, or if

the choice of an experiment per se carries some cost c ∈ R, or direct

utility benefit b ∈ R, incurred by the sender, then we assume that this

direct cost or benefit is the same across all experiments in S. Our first

result claims that under these conditions the buyer pooling on any given

experiment is a PBE.

Proposition 1 For any given s∗ ∈ S, the buyer always choosing s∗ is

a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

Our first result claims that when all experiments are equally costly,

then anything goes in the sense that the buyer choosing any experiment s

is an equilibrium. Suppose that one experiment reveals the buyer’s type
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perfectly and immediately while the other one only reveals some par-

titional information, given any partitioning of the buyer’s types. Then

the choice of either is an equilibrium.5

To emphasize an implication of this result, consider the classic in-

formation design setting where the buyer picks an experiment ex ante,

the seller’s information, before privately learning her preferences, the

so-called commitment assumption. The above implies that even if the

commitment assumption is relaxed and the buyer picks an experiment

at the interim stage, as long as these experiments are equally costly,

the choice of each experiment can be supported in equilibrium. In other

words, whatever choice the buyer would make from S ex ante, this choice

remains an equilibrium even if the buyer has to choose ex interim, i.e.,

once she already knows her preferences. In turn, the buyer who controls

the seller’s information, can achieve the same payoff as in the classic

information design problem under the ex ante choice assumption.6

Corollary 1 The buyer can realize the same ex ante expected payoff as

the one she could realize if she could commit to a choice from S ex ante.

Suppose one of the experiments sp ∈ S is a no-revelation experiment:

the distribution of signal realizations is independent of the payoff state

θ. If the buyer chooses this experiment, the seller cannot infer anything

about the payoff state from observing the signals per se. The above result

then implies that full privacy protection is always an equilibrium, that is,

there is an equilibrium where all buyer types choose sp. If sp is available,

the buyer can ensure at least the consumer surplus that she would in

the classic monopoly setting with exogenous private information. She

can do potentially much better depending on the elements of the set S,

as in Bergemann, Brooks, and Morris (2015).

5The very special case of the present model in which all experiments are free and
none of them generates any information corresponds to cheap talk. In the cheap talk
context, Proposition 1 simplifies to asserting that any message can constitute the
support of an uninformative bubbling equilibrium, cf. Crawford and Sobel (1982).

6In the case the buyer commits to a choice ex ante without having any private
information, and T = 1, this is analyzed by Bergemann, Brooks and Morris (2015).
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3.2 Costly Experiments

We now turn to the case where different experiments in S have different

costs. Let c(s) ∈ R be the cost of choosing experiment s incurred by the

sender at t = 0. We do not require this cost to be positive. A negative

cost can correspond to some direct benefit of choosing a given experiment

(e.g., the entertainment or convenience value of a search platform on

which the buyer purchases from the seller). The cost of an experiment

may also be related to its informativeness or entropy reduction.

Suppose that there exists a unique cheapest experiment. In various

settings, we can also interpret this as the default choice. A motivation

for this terminology is that defaults are typically less costly to choose

than other options, but we do not require this choice to be free or of

no direct utility benefit. Below we call s with the lowest c(s) as the

cheapest experiment.

Theorem 1 [Private Values] In equilibrium the buyer always chooses

the cheapest experiment from S irrespective of its information content.

In contrast with the previous observation, the above main result

shows that when different experiments are differentially costly, then

there is a unique equilibrium. Crucially, the information content of

the chosen experiment and the content of the unchosen experiments do

not matter. This informational irrelevance result means that when the

sender makes the information design choice at the interim stage, then

the informational characteristics of these designs are irrelevant. Instead,

all that matters is the cost associated with each design.7

To provide intuition, note first that a pooling equilibrium on the low-

est cost experiment is a perfect equilibrium just as before. The proof is

then based on the fact that, since the seller’s prices respond rationally

to information in each period, the equilibrium surplus from trading ob-

tained by the extremal buyer type choosing any given experiment is

7For example, in the context of costly persuasion of Gentzkow and Kamenica
(2014), when the cost of an experiment is proportional to its entropy reduction, then
the unique equilibrium in our setting is full privacy protection.
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weakly bounded from above by the surplus from trading this type ob-

tains by deviating to any other experiment. In turn, a separating equi-

librium cannot exist. If it did, then from the set of types choosing the

more costly experiment with positive probability, there would always be

some type for whom the difference between the trading surplus attained

when sticking to the more costly experiment, versus the trading surplus

attained when deviating to a cheaper experiment, must be smaller than

the difference between the direct costs of these two experiments. In other

words, there would always be types who could save more by deviating to

a cheaper experiment than how much they could possibly lose in terms

of the surplus they obtained from trade. This logic on the impossibility

of separation also implies that pooling on an experiment with non-lowest

cost can not be a perfect equilibrium.

3.3 Discussion of Assumptions

Our Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 remain valid in many extensions of

our model. We discuss possible extensions in a series of remarks.

Remark 2. Type-dependent Costs. Above, the cost (direct benefit)

of an experiment was independent of the buyer’s type. The above argu-

ment, however, does not depend on this. The cost of each experiment

can be type dependent c(s, θ) ∈ R. The only assumption which we need

on c(s, θ) is that there is a commonly cheapest one for all types, that

is, there exist s∗ such that c(s∗, θ) < c(s′, θ) for any θ and s′ ∈ S. This

way, our setup can encompass aspects of costly signalling where sending

a certain message is more costly to some types than to others (even if

the experiment itself reveals no direct information, as in some classic

examples). Such costly signalling fits into our setting as long as there is

a common lowest cost (default) choice.8

Remark 3. Above, there was also a unique least costly experiment in

S. In case there are multiple least costly ones, the buyer pooling on any

one of them is an equilibrium. Furthermore, just as above, the sender

8For a further discussion of this point see the earlier version of our paper, Madarasz
and Pycia (2020).
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choosing any more costly experiment with positive probability is not an

equilibrium.

Remark 4: Observation Structure. We also assumed that signal re-

alisations were either public or the receiver’s private information. This

ruled out more general forms of second- and higher-order uncertainty

that the players can have about each other’s beliefs or updates, e.g., on

the timing of the arrival of information under the more general experi-

ments of the form described in Remark 1 of Section 2. Our results are,

however, robust to considering general observational structures involv-

ing complex uncertainties that the players’ can have about each other’s

beliefs.

Specifically, suppose that each experiment sj generates two signal

realizations: xs
t and xb

t , in each period t, one for the seller and one

for the buyer respectively. When xs
t = xb

t , the signal realizations in

period t are public. When xs
t and xb

t are independent, signals are purely

private. Given the more general definition of an experiment discussed

in Remark 1, we can allow for xs
t ̸= xb

t and these two to be imperfectly

correlated as determined by the, by the players unobserved, state of

Nature. We can then allow much more general observation structures

including, e.g., the buyer to learn privately over time about the dynamic

unfolding of the seller’s information (including about what he learns

about such learning).

Remark 5: Sequential Information Choice. In our setup the buyer

made a design choice only at t = 0 about the seller’s (dynamic) informa-

tion. In effect, she commits to an experiment. This assumption can also

be relaxed. Suppose that at the beginning of each round t, the buyer

can make a choice of experiment sj,t from some set of experiments St.

Each experiment sj,t ∈ St determines a type-dependent distribution of

signals

sj,t : Θ → ∆(Zt
t × Zt

t+1 × ....),

where Zt
k denotes the set of possible signal realizations of time-t experi-

ments in period k ≥ t and the mapping is measurable. Each experiment
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sj,t ∈ St is associated with some flow cost c(sj,t) ∈ R incurred at time t.

To ensure the optimization problems are bounded, we assume that there

is a cap c such that |c(sj,t)| ≤ c for each experiment sj,t in each period t,

but we again impose no sign restrictions on these values. Finally, to sim-

plify the statement, we also assume that the set of period-t experiments

and their costs do not depend on prior choices and signal realizations

and that in each period there is a unique cheapest experiment st. As

the sender makes information choices sequentially, we allow the choice

in period t to be conditioned on the entire realized history of the game

till the beginning of period t.

In this sequential choice environment, our result remains true and

the sender still chooses the least costly experiment in each period.

Proposition 2 [Sequential Experiment Choice] In any equilibrium, in

each period t, the buyer always chooses the cheapest experiment sj,t ∈ St.

The proof of this result, which is described in the Appendix, hinges

on the dynamic consistency of intertemporal choice. This is ensured

in our setting given exponential discounting. Since the cost of an ex-

periment is allowed to be negative, e.g., the entertainment value of a

platform, the setting also allows for the buyer to want to postpone trade

simply to collect such positive values from engagement. Nevertheless

such a motive for equilibrium delay does not change our insight that

equilibrium information choice is independent of the information revela-

tion such choice generates. Note also that the above implies that small

inter-temporal redistribution of costs across experiments can have major

impact on the outcome of trade.

Remark 6: Bargaining Power. We followed the classic assumption

that the seller (receiver) has the bargaining power. This assumption

can also be relaxed. Our conclusion directly extends to the case where

it is the buyer (sender) instead of the seller who has the bargaining

power. If the buyer has the bargaining power, the conclusion holds

almost immediately. Since then, her surplus from trading is independent

of what experiment she chooses, she can force the seller to sell at his

reservation value.
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In fact our result extends to the case where up until some round t̂ ≥ 1

it is the seller who has the bargaining power, but following some (pos-

sibly stochastic) t̂, the bargaining power switches, and it is the buyer

who can make offers thereon. Under such general stochastic bargain-

ing procedures, all positive types of the buyer obtain a strictly positive

rent in equilibrium. Nevertheless, the buyer always chooses a cheapest

experiment irrespective of her type or the experiment’s content. We

summarize the above in the following proposition whose proof is again

in the Appendix.

Proposition 3 [Bargaining Power Switch] Let t̂ be a random variable

with support contained in { 1,2,3,...} according to a commonly known

distribution and suppose that the bargaining power switches from the

seller to the buyer at period t̂. Then, (i) for any cheapest experiment s

there is an equilibrium in which all types of the buyer choose s and (ii)

in any equilibrium, all types of the buyer choose a cheapest experiment.

In the proposition above, we allow different experiments to have the

same costs, thus extending both Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. We could

relax the assumption that the bargaining power switches at time t̂ with

support contained in { 1,2,3,...} by allowing the bargaining power to

always stay with the seller with positive probability. Similarly to our

sequential choice proposition, these results also hinge on the dynamic

consistency of intertemporal choice.

Remark 7: Two-sided Payoff Uncertainty. Finally, we also as-

sumed that the seller’s valuation was common knowledge. Suppose in-

stead that the seller privately knows her valuation of the object, or the

cost of producing it, e.g., as in the classic setup of Myerson and Sat-

terthwaite (1983).9 Such uncertainty about the seller’s valuation faced

by the buyer does not change our result. Since the seller will never offer

the object for less than how much he values it, it is still true that a

buyer type being an extremal type amongst those that choose a particu-

lar experiment will not receive a greater equilibrium surplus from trade

9Unlike Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983), we do not need to assume that valu-
ations are independently distributed.
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than if she deviated to a cheaper experiment and the proof of Theorem

1 applies.

3.4 Common Values

In the base model, we considered the classic private value environment

where the buyer’s private information did not affect the seller’s valuation

of the object per se. As we now show, our insights extend to general

common value environments. We maintain the same assumptions on the

timing and costs of experiments as in the base model (SSecton 3.2), but

we relax the assumptions on the traders’ valuations. We now assume

that the buyer’s (or sender’s) valuation is given by some non-negative

and bounded b(θ) ∈ R+ and the seller’s (or receiver’s) valuation is given

by some v(θ) ∈ R, which might represent, e.g., the cost of producing,

servicing, or delivering the good.

These assumptions are satisfied in many economic environments.

The valuations and delivery costs might be increasing in some common

factor so that serving a buyer who values the object more may be more

costly, as in the case of insurance for example. Valuations may also

reflect a common quality or earning potential of the object that both

parties value, as in the case of asset trade. The valuations might also

be negatively correlated or have no monotonic relationship at all. The

parties might initially have common knowledge that trade is mutually

beneficial or they might not. The setting thus nests many environments

with classic adverse selection.

Theorem 2 [Common Values] In equilibrium the buyer always chooses

the cheapest experiment from S irrespective of its information content.

In the presence of common values, the value of trade for the seller at

a given price often directly depends on the buyer’s type; the seller faces

uncertainty about his payoff even conditional on the buyer agreeing on

trade. In turn, depending on what he knows about the buyer, the seller

may prefer not to trade at some (or any) positive price. Nevertheless,

the logic of Theorem 1 continues to apply and the buyer, in equilibrium,
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never wants to choose any information structure, other than the cheapest

one.

As an example, consider a selection problem where v(θ) is the cost

of serving a given type, and this cost is increasing in θ. Suppose that in

the absence of disclosure, there is a break-down of trade. Trade could be

possible, however, with a finer partitioning. Our result implies that when

supplying information occurs endogenously and such a finer partitioning

of the payoff state is not the cheapest option, trade still does not occur

in equilibrium.

Example 3 [Efficiency or Market Failure.] Suppose that b(θ) = θ

is distributed on [0, 1] and v(θ) is non-negative and sufficiently steeply

increasing in θ. Let there be one period in which information can be

disclosed and in which the seller makes a price offer, T = 1. If non-

disclosure is the cheapest experiment, there is no trade in equilibrium.

Any price offer p ≤ 1 will attract the types the seller would not like to

trade with. If full disclosure is the cheapest experiment, trade is effi-

cient. There are many intermediate cases. For instance, suppose that

the cheapest experiment discloses whether or not θ ≤ a, for some a < 1.

If b(a) > v(a), then adverse selection can be alleviated and there could

be trade between the seller and buyer types below a.

This example demonstrates that a minor change in the cost of supply-

ing information can substantially change the overall efficiency of trade.

The loss of trade surplus can dwarf compared to the cost difference be-

tween the relevant experiments, or the transaction cost associated with

supplying information.

Finally, note that Theorem 2 and our comments on efficiency remain

valid if we relax many of our baseline assumptions just as before. Specif-

ically, Remarks 2-5 continue to hold as stated. An analogue of Remark

6 also holds again and the results do not hinge on the seller having the

full bargaining power, e.g. if state θ is revealed by or at the time of the

switch of bargaining power.

One further implication of Theorem 2 is that the buyer is unable

to signal her type by choosing an experiment. For example, even if
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each experiment was uninformative per se, it delivered only noise, one

might suggest that the fact that different experiments have different

costs, allows the buyer to engage in meaningful costly signalling in a

common value setting. Instead, our result implies the non-existence of

separating or partially separating equilibria.

3.5 Verifiable Disclosure

In our setup, we allow for arbitrary experiments. The results can then be

applied to the classic problem of verifiable disclosure. Simultaneously,

our findings are in contrast with some seminal insights of this literature,

such as those presented by Grossman and Hart (1980), Grossman (1981),

or Milgrom (1981). To establish a connection between their setup and

ours, we first discuss the difference in evidence structure between our

setting and theirs. We then discuss the difference in the payoff struc-

tures.

In terms of the evidence structure, in our setting, the sender can

choose any experiment from S irrespective of her type. In contrast, in

Grossman and Milgrom, the set of messages from which the sender makes

a choice, corresponds to the set of all subsets of Θ. At the same time, a

given message M ⊂ Θ can only be chosen by types θ that are in this set

M , i.e., θ ∈ M . Types outside of this set M can not choose message M .

This assumption is often underpinned by the premise that verification

is cost-free; hence if a type tried to falsify information, such a deception

would be immediately detected and fail verification, e.g., Milgrom and

Roberts (1986).

However, we can directly map this evidence structure into our setup

in terms of the induced posteriors of the receiver. Consider a discrete

set Θ and message M ⊆ Θ. Suppose that any type can choose an

experiment sM defined as follows:

• if θ ∈ M , this experiment immediately reveals that θ ∈ M ,

• if θ /∈ M , this experiment immediately reveals that the sender’s

type resides in the complement of M .10

10Signal realizations in Z can be represented as M and Θ \M .
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Intuitively, types can verify that they are in M , and any lie is detected

immediately. Experiment sM , as defined above, induces a receiver poste-

rior identical to that obtained by selecting message M with the no-lying

restriction in place a la Grossman and Milgrom. At the same time, this

experiment satisfies all aspects of our setup. We can analogously define

experiment s′M for any M ′ ⊆ Θ, and let S be the collection of all such

experiments. Consequently, given the above mapping, we can describe

their evidence structure as a special case of ours.11 In turn, all our results

apply.

Allowing each type to pick any experiment along the lines of the

above mapping has some implications. For example, in the environment

of Ali, Lewis, and Vasserman (2023), who consider the classic static

monopoly problem with disclosure a la Grossman, if one allowed each

type of the buyer to pick any experiment in this fashion, then, by Propo-

sition 1, not only full disclosure and partitional information revelation,

but pooling on any available experiment would become a perfect equi-

librium. Furthermore, if the set of experiments the buyer can choose

from also contained the experiment which generates the buyer-optimal

ex ante information structure, as identified by Bergemann, Brooks, and

Morris (2015), then there would be an ex-post Pareto optimal perfect

equilibrium, in which all buyer types choose this experiment. At the

same time, if there are differences in costs, then our Theorem 1 applies.

There is a substantive difference in terms of the strategic assump-

tions between our setup and that considered by Grossman, Hart, and

Milgrom.12 As noted, in their setting, when it comes to choosing an

experiment, there is always a sender type who has a strictly dominant

11Alternatively, we can also approximate this classic evidence structure with a set
of experiments where the realization of each experiment generates a full support
posterior over Θ. Specifically, consider an experiment sM which leads to signal
realization M with probability 1 − ϵ and to some other signal realization M c with
probability ϵ for all types in M . For all types outside of M , the possible signal
realizations are the same, but with the reverse assignment of the probabilities. In
terms of the induced posteriors of the receiver, the difference between this experiment
and the messageM a la Grossman (1981) can be arbitrarily close, e.g., when measured
in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, vanishing as ϵ vanishes.

12Their analyses were extended to costly disclosure by Jovanovic (1982) and Ver-
rechia (1983); see our discussion of Related Literature above.
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strategy and this strictly dominant strategy is to choose full disclosure.

Any type of the sender who is maximal in the support of the receiver’s

belief always achieves a strictly greater payoff, irrespective of the choices

of the other types, if she fully discloses herself. This drives their classic

unravelling logic, including in the case of costly disclosure. Instead, in

our setting no type, maximal or not, needs to have a strictly dominant

choice from the set of experiments. No choice of experiment guaran-

tees a strictly higher payoff than another irrespective of how other types

choose. In turn, there is no unravelling in our setting and the strategic

forces at play are clearly distinct.

In our context of trade, where prices emerge endogenously in response

to the distribution of information, we can further classify situations along

two dimensions. First, depending on whether or not the receiver’s payoff

depends directly on the sender’s private information, as in the case of

private versus common values. Second, whether it is the sender or the

receiver who has the power to make price offers. Four possible scenarios

arise in this classification, and our logic applies to three of these, while

the logic of Grossman, Hart, and Milgrom’s applies to the remaining

one (under additional assumptions they impose on payoffs). The table

below summarizes these observations.

R doesn’t

directly care

about θ

R does directly

care about θ

R sets the price current paper current paper

S sets the price current paper G-H-M

In the boxes marked above, our results imply that the sender’s choice

of the receiver’s information depends purely on the cost of supplying

information and not on the content of the information supplied. This

is true both when the sender’s payoff directly depends on her type and

also when it does not.
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4 Privacy Paradox and Platform Design

Although our irrelevance result says nothing about the kind of informa-

tion design the sender will end up choosing, in many contexts there is a

natural link between the information content of an experiment and its

cost. Below, we first consider the link between our results and an empir-

ical phenomenon termed the privacy paradox, then embedd our result

in a simple market setting where cost differences emerge endogenously.

4.1 Privacy Paradox

The idea of a privacy paradox refers to the observation that, despite

expressing concern about the loss of their privacy, consumers seem to

take minimal action to protect it, such as concealing their behavioral

patterns, paying extra for apps or products that do not track or ver-

ify them, or request access to various aspects of their data. Empirical

research has documented such a general discrepancy between people’s

stated preferences versus their revealed preferences regarding privacy,

e.g., Berendt, Gunther, and Spiekermann (2005), Athey, Catalini, and

Tucker (2017). For example, Johnson, Shriver, and Du (2020) describe

that ”though consumers express strong privacy concerns in surveys, we

find that only 0.23 percent of American ad impressions arise from users

who opted out of online behavioral advertising.” As Barth and de Jong

(2017) summarize in their survey of the literature, ”while many users

show theoretical interest in their privacy and maintain a positive at-

titude towards privacy-protection behavior, this rarely translates into

actual protective behavior.”13

Firms appear to use online consumer data for price and search dis-

crimination, e.g., Milkians et al. (2012, 2013), with the value of consumer

advertising greatly depending on consumers’ privacy choices, e.g., Gold-

farb and Tucker (2012). People also appear to be generally concerned

13In various settings consumers tend to share private information in exchange for
small retail value and personalized services, e.g., Berseford et al. (2012), while being
very concerned about their privacy. For example, Rose (2005) finds that although
most survey respondents reported that they were concerned about their privacy, only
47 percent of them expressed a willingness to pay any amount to ensure the privacy
of their information.
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about firms’ attempts to collect, store, and interpret information about

them. For example, Turow et al. (2009) report, based on a representa-

tive survey, that “contrary to what many marketers claim, most adult

Americans (66%) do not want marketers to tailor advertisements to their

interests.”14 They also report that 63% believe advertisers should be re-

quired by law to immediately delete information about their internet

activity.

To explain this discrepancy, various authors have argued that behav-

ioral factors, such as a taste for immediate gratification, framing, or the

miscalibration of probabilities, may well be at play, e.g., Acquisti et al

(2013).15

As Athey, Catalini, and Tucker (2017) point out that this discrepancy

could be consistent with either of two scenarios. It might reflect that

people’s stated preferences echo their normative preferences, or it could

indicate a situation where, because expressing a preference for privacy

is essentially costless in surveys, consumers are eager to state such a

preference. However, when faced with even minimal costs, this interest

in privacy quickly evaporates. Whether one or the other is the case

matters for policy not least because privacy protection has been shown

to impose significant losses, e.g., Kim and Wagman (2015).

While behavioral factors are likely important, and survey responses

might not be reliable reflections of actual preferences, our result has a

robust implication. Whenever there is a uniformly cheaper option than

full privacy protection, then, in the scenarios considered in Section 3,

buyers in equilibrium shall never opt for privacy protection. This is true

despite the fact that buyers truly believe that they stand to lose a great

deal from the loss of their privacy and would, therefore, have made a

different choice ex ante—that is, prior to possessing private information.

Recall our notation of sp from Section 3. In the proposition below, we

14Moreover, when Americans are informed of three common ways that marketers
gather data about people in order to tailor ads, even higher percentages - between
73% and 86% - say they would not want such advertising.

15Another psychological force is the illusion of transparency whereby people believe
that their private information may leak to others irrespective of the actions they take,
e.g., Madarasz (2021).
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allow for experiment costs to depend on the buyer’s type, as in Remark

2, and otherwise maintain the assumptions of our common value (and

hence also private value) model. We also allow there to be no uniformly

cheapest experiment, that is, no s ∈ S that is cheapest for all θ’s.

Proposition 4 Suppose that sp ∈ S and there exists s′ ∈ S such that

c(s′, θ) < c(sp, θ) for all θ ∈ Θ. Full privacy protection is never chosen

in equilibrium.

This proposition extends our cost-over-content results to the envi-

ronment in which privacy protection is costly but no assumptions are

otherwise imposed on the costs: the costs can depend on types and the

cheapest default option does not need to exist. Any given experiment,

not just sp, that is uniformly more costly than some other experiment

in S, can never be chosen in equilibrium.

To illustrate the above, suppose that at the beginning of each period

t the buyer’s valuation may privately leak to the seller with probabil-

ity αt(s) that depends on the buyer’s investment (s) in protecting her

privacy. For example, the seller (or the operator of an online platform

on behalf of the seller) may be able to figure out the buyer’s valuations

for the seller’s product from observing the buyer’s activity online. The

buyer can pick an investment level from a finite set S which contains the

null investment option, s0 at cost 0, while all other levels of investments

carry strictly positive costs. The leakage probability αt(s) is decreasing

in some ordering of the investment s. In this environment, the above

proposition implies that the buyer never invests any amount in decreas-

ing the leakage probability. For a more detailed discussion, we refer the

reader to Madarasz and Pycia (2020).

4.2 Platform Design

So far we kept the emergence of the buyer’s privacy options to be an

exogenous aspect of the environment. We now consider the case where

these options and their costs to consumers arise endogenously. In addi-

tion to the buyer and the seller, we introduce a third agent: a platform
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provider.16 The uninformed platform provider has access to a finite set

P of technologically feasible experiments (platforms). For simplicity, all

experiments in this set are equally costly for the provider to supply, and

we normalize this to zero, but this assumption can be fully relaxed. The

parties share a common prior.

The platform provider selects some subset S ⊆ P and assigns to

each s ∈ S some fee c(s) ∈ R that the buyer incurs when selecting s. In

other words, the provider selects a menu {s, c(s)}s∈S⊆P . We interpret

each s as a privacy platform. The signal generating process s deter-

mines what the seller may learn about the buyer. In this application,

this can be a function both of the buyer’s behavior on the platform and

a contract between the platform provider and the buyer specifying what

type of information the provider might pass on to the seller, e.g., selec-

tive tracking. We interpret the fee c(s) associated with a given privacy

platform s, as the price the buyer needs to pay (or the subsidy she re-

ceives) when participating on platform s. Note that we impose no sign

restriction on c(s) which can be positive, negative, or null.

The provider’s payoff equals to the sum of the fee c(s) paid by the

buyer picking experiment s from S, and the payment that the seller will

make to the provider. Although the details of the bargaining between the

provider and the seller do not matter, to make the model fully specified,

we assume that the platform provider makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to

the seller (committing to a menu {s, c(s)}s∈S⊆P ). If the offer is accepted,

the game continues and the seller gets access to the information that the

buyer’s choice of experiment contractually allows. If it is rejected, the

game ends.

Finally, the buyer makes her choice from the menu {s, c(s)}s∈S⊆P .

We also allow the buyer to choose to shop ‘offline’ directly from the

profit-maximizing seller, i.e., not use any of the privacy platforms and

fully protect her privacy for free. If the buyer chooses the offline option,

and never buys, her utility is normalized to zero. The reminder of the

16We study a platform provider who extracts information from the buyer to provide
it to the seller. For a complementary analysis of a platform provider who provides
buyers with information, see, e.g., Terstiege and Wasser (2021).
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environment is identical to our base model with common values, which

includes the base private value model as a special case.

In this environment the selection of experiments and their costs is

endogenous and determined by the platform provider in equilibrium.

What experiments (platforms) will the provider offer? It turns out that

we can make a tight prediction. To simplify its formulation, we say that

a platform is relevant in an equilibrium if it is chosen by the buyer with

positive probability. Note that the presence of privacy platforms that

are not relevant has no impact on equilibrium outcomes.

Proposition 5 In equilibrium all relevant platforms are provided for

free, c(s) = 0. The set of platforms provided maximizes the seller’s

revenue among all feasible sets of platforms, and with probability one the

buyer participates in one of the relevant platforms provided (thus never

shops offline).

5 Conclusion

This paper considers the information choice of a privately informed

sender for a receiver in the context of classic trade. Our approach aligns

with the information design literature, allowing the sender to choose from

a large set of arbitrary experiments. We follow the literature on disclo-

sure and signalling in that the sender is privately informed when picking

the receiver’s information. At this intersection our paper presents a gen-

eral informational irrelevance result whereby the sender’s choice of the

receiver’s information is determined purely by the cost of supplying this

information and not by its content.

Theoretically, there are a number of directions for extending our

results and establishing its limits. One may explore how more complex

bargaining protocols impact our results beyond the discussion we offered.

One can also extend our setup to consider cases where the receiver faces

uncertainty about whether or not the sender is informed, as in, e.g., Dye

(1985), Acharya, DeMarzo, and Kremer (2011), Ben-Porath, Dekel, and

Lipman (2018).

Another extension of our results could consider settings where the

buyer’s choice of experiment impacts what both the seller and buyer
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learn about the payoff state. It would then be interesting to extend

our result to the presence of buyer learning in the context of trade as

in Roesler and Szentes (2017), Ravid, Roesler, and Szentes (2022), or

Thereze (2022). Specifically, one may consider cases between the ex ante

perspective, as adopted in information design, and the interim case, as

adopted in this paper; the sender does have private information when

choosing the experiment, but this experiment may also reveal informa-

tion about the payoff state to the sender as well.

As an important application, we consider market settings in which

buyers’ privacy options arise endogenously. Here, our analysis highlights

the potential significance of defaults in privacy regulation. Our results

imply that allowing firms and consumers to trade data may broadly put

consumers at a disadvantage because the sellers can acquire private data

cheaply.17 Instead, as we show, the direct regulation of the data collected

may be a more effective way of safeguarding information that consumers

would prefer to keep private. This might help inform such regulations

as GDPR in the EU or the similar regulatory attempts in the US. More

generally, in the presence of non-trivial transaction costs or regulation

of data trade, our result points to the power of defaults. For example,

changing the default from opt-in to opt-out can have significant impact

both on the allocation of surplus and the efficiency of trade even if the

default is non-biding in that switching to a different privacy option by

design is relatively easy. 18

Our results are also in contrast with earlier accounts of behavior-

based price discrimination, and other accounts based on the Coasian

dynamics, e.g., Hart and Tirole (1988), Laffont and Tirole (1988), Tay-

lor (2004) or Acquisti and Varian (2005). Under classic price discrimi-

nation, given Coasian informational dynamics, the monopolist loses and

consumers gain when the seller tracks prior purchasing decisions. Along

17Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman (2016) recognized that the possibility of such
cheap data acquisition in an example and our analysis implies that the problem is
ubiquitous in trade.

18Note also that the logic we identify for why defaults matter is different from the
procrastination or endowment effect they are usually associated with, e.g., Madrian
and Shea (2001).
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these lines, Taylor (2004) finds that, in the presence of tracking tech-

nologies that allow sellers to infer consumers’ preferences and sell such

information to others who can then engage in price discrimination, the

usefulness of privacy regulatory protection depends on consumers’ level

of sophistication. In particular, regulation is not necessary if consumers

are aware of how a company may use and sell their data and buyers

can adapt their purchasing decisions accordingly, because it is in a com-

pany’s best interest to protect customers’ data even if there is no specific

regulation that forces it to do so. Our results instead imply that when

consumers can express their privacy preferences, the supply of informa-

tion is itself endogenous, firms will greatly benefit from tracking and

even if privacy protection remains a cheap option for consumers, e.g.,

ensured by a regulator, this may also come at a significant reduction in

consumer surplus.

6 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. The following is a perfect Bayesian equi-

librium. All buyer types chooses s∗. Following any deviation to some

s′ ̸= s∗, the seller attributes this deviation to θ; note that this deviation

has probability 0 and hence one is free to assign the seller’s equilibrium

beliefs. At each period t, the seller charges the price that is optimal

given the seller’s posterior belief at t. In particular, following any choice

of s′ ̸= s∗, the seller charges pt = θ at any t in the continuation game.

Remark 8: Equilibrium Beliefs in the Proof of Proposition 1.

While the above simple construction relies on extreme beliefs of the

seller following a deviation by the buyer, our insights, including the

proposition just proven, does not hinge on these extreme beliefs. To

see this, suppose that the set of types is discrete.19 For any s∗ there

is then a perfect equilibrium in which all buyer types select experiment

s∗. Indeed, the construction of this equilibrium is as above except that

19The same argument applies to general Θ provided for any possible experiment
s, at any time t, there is a well defined maximum type that has positive probability
given the seller’s equilibrium belief and the outcome of the experiment till time t.
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seeing a deviation to experiment s′, the seller believes, at time 0, that

the deviating type is type θ0 which is the highest type that has positive

probability on the basis of outcomes of experiment s′ till time 0. At each

subsequent time t, the seller keeps his belief θt = θt−1 except if θt−1 is no

longer consistent with the outcomes of the experiment till time t; in the

latter case the seller updates his belief and believes that the deviating

type was type θt which is the highest type that has positive probability

on the basis of outcomes of experiment s′ till time t. At each time,

the seller charges price pt equal to the value of type θt. Note that no

buyer type θ can gain strictly by deviating to any experiment s′ because

after such deviation the deviating type θ is in the set of types that are

consistent with the outcomes of the experiment s′ till any time t.

Proof of Theorem 1. First, note that all types pooling on the lowest

cost experiment s is on path of an equilibrium. This on path behavior

is supported in equilibrium when, following the 0 probability event that

the buyer chose some experiment s′ that costs w > 0 more than the

cheapest experiment, at each time t the seller’s belief puts probability 1

on a buyer’s type θt that is higher than the supremum of types consistent

with the outcome of s′ till t minus w
2
.

To ensure that the seller updates his beliefs via Bayes rule whenever

possible, we assume that θt+1 = θt, as long as θt remains consistent with

the outcome of the experiment s′ till time t + 1. Given such beliefs,

the seller’s best response is to charge, at any time t, the price pt = θt.
20

Because θ ≤ θt+
w
2
, the gain from the deviation is bounded from above by

w
2
and is strictly lower than the additional cost w of choosing experiment

s′ rather than the cheapest experiment. Hence, the deviation is not

profitable.

It remains to show that buyers with all types choose the least ex-

pensive experiment on the path of every equilibrium. By way of contra-

diction, suppose that there is an equilibrium in which some buyer types

with positive probability choose some experiment s′ with non-minimal

20In the second step of the proof below, we derive a more general bound on prices.
This bound implies that pt ≥ θt and seller’s impatience allows us to assume that
indeed pt = θt is a best response.
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cost. As above, let w be the cost difference between s′ and the least ex-

pensive experiment s. Let θs′ be the infimum of buyer types that choose

s′ with positive probability. In equilibrium, the seller then knows that

θs′ is a lower bound on all buyer types the seller might observe choosing

s′. Notice that this lower bound remains a lower bound on types in any

time period irrespective of the outcomes of the experiment.

The price pt charged by the seller in any period t is then bounded

from below by θs′ . Indeed, suppose not. Define p to be the infimum of

pt following s′ over all signal realizations and subsequent time periods.

Then θs′ − p > 0; let denote this difference by ε and let δ be the buyer’s

discount rate. Note that the non-negativity of prices implies that θs′ > 0.

By definition, there is some period t following experiment s′ and some

history of signals such that pt < p + 1−δ
3
ε. All on-path types θ of the

buyer buy at this history at pt as it gives utility of at least θ − pt ≥
θ − p − 1−δ

3
ε > 0 while the utility from postponed purchase is at most

δ(θ − p), and hence the potential utility gain from waiting is bounded

from above by:

(δ − 1)(θ − p) +
1− δ

3
ε ≤ (δ − 1)(ε) +

1− δ

3
ε =

2

3
(δ − 1)ε,

which is negative. Furthermore, the seller then has a profitable deviation

at the history considered. If the seller raises the price at this history by
1−δ
3
ε, then, in the conjectured PBE, the buyer would still buy immedi-

ately as an analogue of the above calculation shows that the potential

utility gain from waiting is bounded from above by −1−δ
3
ε, which is

again negative. This contradiction shows that pt ≥ θs′ at every history

following the choice of experiment s′.

Type θ’s surplus from buying the good following the choice of s′ is

hence bounded above by θ−θs′ and hence types close to θs′ would strictly

benefit from a deviation to the cheapest experiment s; a contradiction

showing that in all PBEs all types choose the cheapest experiment s.

Proof of Proposition 2. The proof follows similar steps to the proof

of Theorem 1. In the proof below, we denote by ct the cost the cheapest

experiment that can be chosen at time t. Let δ again denote the buyer’s
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discount factor.

There is an equilibrium in which on path all types pool on the lowest

cost experiment st at each period t. This on path behavior is supported

by the belief that seeing the 0 probability deviation at some time t to

some experiment s′t that costs w > 0 more than st, the seller attributes

this deviation, at each t′ ≥ t, to a type with value above the supremum

of types consistent with the outcome of the experiments till t′ minus w
2

(this type is not necessarily the supremum of types). Let us denote this

type by θ′t, and assume that θt′′+1 = θt′′ , as long as θt′′ remains consistent

with the outcome of the experiment till time t′′ + 1. Given such beliefs,

the seller’s best response is to charge at any time t′ at least the price

pt′ = max{0, θ′t +
∑

t′′=t′+1,t′+2,... δ
t′′−t′ct′′}.21 Thus, the gain from the

deviation is bounded from above by w
2
and is strictly lower than the

increase in the cost of the experiment w. Hence, the deviation is not

profitable.

It remains to show that all buyer types choose the least expensive

experiment in each t on the path of every equilibrium. By way of contra-

diction, suppose that there is an equilibrium in which some buyer types

with positive probability choose some experiment with non-minimal cost.

Let t′ be the earliest time at which this happens, and let s′t′ be a non-

minimal cost experiment chosen with positive probability at that point.

Similarly to the above, let w again be the difference between the cost of

s′t′ and ct′ . Let θs′
t′
denote the infimum of buyer types that choose s′t′ at

time t′ with positive probability. In equilibrium, the seller then knows

that θs′
t′
is a lower bound on all buyer types the seller might observe

choosing s′t′ . Notice that this lower bound remains a lower bound on the

types the seller is facing in any subsequent time period, irrespective of

the dynamic outcomes of the experiment and that of future choices.

The price pt charged by the seller in any period t is then bounded from

below by θs′+
∑

t′′′=t+1,t+2,... δ
t′′′−tct′′′ . Indeed, suppose this bound fails at

some period t′′. Define p to be the infimum of pt−
∑

t′′′=t+1,t+2,... δ
t′′′−tct′′′

21A more generally applicable bound is established in the second step of the proof.
In the case of a finite horizon game, the present bound follows immediately via
backward induction showing that this price sequence is the unique (given the beliefs
described above) best response of the seller.
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where the infimum is taken over all periods t ≥ t′′ and all signal realiza-

tions in the continuation equilibrium starting at the history of realiza-

tions at which the above bound fails. The failure of the bound implies

that θs′
t′
− p > 0; let us denote this positive difference by ε.

By definition of p, there is some period t′′′ ≥ t′′ following s′t′ and some

history of signals, such that pt′′′−(
∑

t=t′′′+1,t′′′+2,... δ
t−t′′′ct) < p+ 1−δ

3
ε. All

on-path types θ of the buyer would buy at this history at pt′′′ as it would

give utility (evaluated from the perspective of time t′′′) of at least θ −
pt′′′ > θ−(

∑
t=t′′′+1,t′′′+2,... δ

t−t′′′ct)−p− 1−δ
3
ε. Because any pt′′′′ is bounded

from below by p +
∑

t=t′′′′+1,t′′′′+2,... δ
t−t′′′′ct, the utility from postponing

purchase and buying at some time t′′′′ > t′′′ is at most δt
′′′′−t′′′(θ − (p +∑

t=t′′′′+1,t′′′′+2,... δ
t−t′′′′ct)) −

∑
t=t′′′+1,...,t′′′′ δ

t−t′′′ct. Note that by taking

t′′′′ = ∞, we obtain the case of not buying at all. Subtracting these

bounds (and taking into account that t′′′′ − t′′′ ≥ 1 and θ − p ≥ ε > 0),

we infer that the potential utility gain from waiting is bounded from

above by:

(δt
′′′′−t′′′ − 1)(θ − p) +

1− δ

3
ε ≤ (δ − 1)ε+

1− δ

3
ε =

2

3
(δ − 1)ε,

which is negative. Furthermore, the seller then has a profitable deviation

at the time t′′′ history considered: if the seller raises the price at this

history by 1−δ
3
ε, then in the conjectured PBE the buyer would still buy

immediately as an analogue of the above calculation shows that the po-

tential utility gain from waiting is bounded from above by 1
3
(δ−1)ε and

is negative. This contradiction shows that pt ≥ θs′
t′
+
∑

τ=t+1,t+2,... δ
τ−tcτ

at every history following the choice of experiment s′t′ . Type θ’s surplus

from buying the good following the choice of s′t′ is hence bounded above

by θ− θs′
t′
and types close to θs′

t′
would strictly benefit from a deviation.

This contradiction shows that in all PBEs, all types choose the cheapest

experiments st at each time period t.

Proof of Proposition 3 . The choice of a cheapest experiment on

path is still supportable in equilibrium and with the same seller’s beliefs

following a deviation as described above.

To show, by way of contradiction, that in all equilibria a cheapest
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experiment is chosen, suppose that there is an equilibrium in which a

non-cheapest experiment s′ is chosen by some types with strictly positive

probability. Let θs′ be the infimum of types picking the experiment s′ and

let w > 0 be the cost difference between s′ and the cheapest experiment.

At any time t at which the seller has the bargaining power, let rt(θ) =

Et̂>tδ
t̂−tθ be the expected rent of type θ (from the perspective of time

t) from simply waiting till the possibly random time t̂ > t at which the

bargaining power switches. Note that following the bargaining power

switch, standard arguments imply that the buyer will be able to extract

all the rent from the seller. Let qt(θ) = θ− rt(θ) be the price that makes

the buyer of type θ indifferent between buying at this price qt(θ) and

achieving surplus rt(θ) by simply waiting to extract the rent when the

bargaining power switches. In particular, the buyer never accepts any

price greater than qt(θ). Note that both rt(θ) and qt(θ) are increasing in

θ.

Given a history till time period t, at which it is the seller who makes a

price offer pt, let ut(θ) denote the utility (from the perspective of period

t) of buyer type θ ≥ θs′ from rejecting the price offer and playing the

equilibrium strategy (and hence optimally) from the next period on. We

claim: (a) that θs′ is indifferent between buying at qt(θs′) and rejecting

this price, in other words, that ut(θs′) = rt(θs′)), (b) that

ut(θ) ≤ ut(θs′) + θ − θs′ ,

and (c) that any price pt charged by the seller in any period t < t̂

following the choice of experiment s′ is bounded from below by qt(θs′).

We first prove this claim by assuming that the support of t̂ is bounded.

We then show how to relax this assumption. Given the boundedness of

the support of t̂, its lowest upper bound, which we denote by T̂ , is a

finite integer. We run backward induction starting at T̂ −1. As at T̂ the

bargaining power is with the buyer, the buyer is thus able to extract all

rents at T̂ , and hence (a) and (b) from above hold. This implies that if

the seller has the bargaining power at t = T̂ − 1, then the seller asks for

at least qt(θs′) because at any strictly lower price, all buyer types would
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buy for sure; thus (c) holds as well.

For the inductive step, suppose that the seller makes price offer at

t∗ and that (a), (b), and (c) hold true in periods t = t∗ + 1, ..., T̂ − 1.

The law of iterated expectations implies that the buyer of type θs′ (who

might or might not be on the equilibrium path at this moment) would

be indifferent between buying at price qt∗(θs′) and rejecting (and playing

optimally thereafter) because (a) and (b) holds in the next period, t∗+1,

if the seller is still making offers then, and also if there is bargaining

power switch in t∗ + 1. Hence (a) is true also at time t∗. In particular,

ut∗(θs′) = δP(t̂ = t∗ + 1)θs′ + δP(t̂ > t∗ + 1)ut∗+1(θs′) (1)

is the utility of this buyer type under both alternatives. Further, buyer

of type θ > θs′ who rejects the price offer at t∗, has utility of at most:

δP(t̂ = t∗ + 1)θ + δP(t̂ > t∗ + 1)max(θ − qt∗+1(θs′), ut∗+1(θ))).

By the part (a) of the inductive assumption, θ−qt∗+1(θs′) = ut∗+1(θs′)+

θ − θs′ . Hence, the upper bound on the utility we just derived is (by 1)

weakly lower than:

δP(t̂ = t∗+1)θ+δP(t̂ > t∗+1)(ut∗+1(θs′)+θ−θs′) = ut∗(θs′)+δ(θ−θs′).

This proves that (b) also holds true in period t∗.

By (a), which we already proved for time t∗, buying at price qt∗(θs′))

gives type θ utility ut∗(θs′) + θ − θs′ . Hence, this type θ weakly prefers

to buy at time t∗ at price qt∗(θs′)) over rejecting this price. As a conse-

quence, all types θ ≥ θs′ strictly prefer to buy at any price strictly lower

than qt∗(θs′), and hence, in any equilibrium, the seller’s price is at least

qt∗(θs′) also in period t∗. This proves (c).

The prices the seller offers are bounded below by qt(θs′) and the

utility from waiting for type θ of the buyer, ut(θ), is bounded from

above by ut(θs′) + θ− θs′ also when the support of t̂ is unbounded. The

argument extends the inductive logic of the bounded-support case. The

boundedness of the type space Θ implies that there is some K > 0 such
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that ut(θs′) is bounded from above by rt(θs′)+K and for any θ ≥ θs′ , the

utility ut(θ) from waiting at any period t = T̂ −1 is bounded from above

by ut(θs′) + θ− θs′ +K. As above, we can then inductively infer that at

any earlier time t these utilities are bounded from above as follows:

ut(θs′) ≤ rt(θs′) + δT̂−1−tK,

and

ut(θ) ≤ ut(θs′) + θ − θs′ + δT̂−1−tK.

Hence, the price charged by the seller is bounded from below by pt ≥
qt(θs′) − δT̂−1−tK. Having proven these inductive inequalities, we can

take T̂ to be arbitrary large, while keeping K constant, and infer that

the all parts (a), (b), and (c) of the claim hold true.

The bounds on prices and the utility from waiting we established

imply that any type θ that picks s′ in the postulated equilibrium gets

at most θ − θs′ more than this type would obtain by picking s′ and

waiting till bargaining power shift at t̂. The waiting strategy is available

following any experiment choice s, and, thus, any type θ < θs′ + w

strictly prefers to deviate to a cheapest experiment s and then waiting

till t̂. This contradiction concludes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. The argument is analogous to the proof of

Theorem 1 with two adjustments needed. First, b(θ) rather than θ is

now the buyer’s value; the price offered to the buyer is hence bounded

from below by inf b(θ) with inf taken over θ in the support of the seller’s

equilibrium belief. Second, we must allow for the possibility that the

seller chooses not to sell at some period, e.g., by setting a prohibitively

high price. This possibility does not break our argument because condi-

tional on such prohibitively high price the buyer still prefers to choose

the cheapest experiment.

Proof or Proposition 4. The proof follows the same steps as the

proof of Theorem 1. Specifically, consider the infimum of types who

choose sp. This type has a strict incentive to deviate to s′ given the

argument developed in the proof of Theorem 1. Hence, sp can never be
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chosen in equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 5. The continuation game played by the buyer

and the seller after the transfer from the seller to the provider is agreed

on and the provider chooses the set of platforms S and their fees satisfies

the assumptions of Theorem 2. We thus know from Theorem 2 that the

buyer will choose the offline option if the lowest platform fee is strictly

above 0; such high fees hence cannot be on equilibrium path as the

platform provider would have profitable deviation in which the lowest

fee is negative (subsidy). We also know from Theorem 2 that the buyer

will choose the cheapest platform whenever the lowest platform fee is

strictly below 0. Hence no fee strictly below 0 can be on equilibrium

path as the provider would benefit by raising the fee while still keeping

it strictly below 0. Theorem 2 also implies that if the lowest fee was 0

and the buyer would choose the offline option with positive probability

then the provider would have a profitable deviation in which they slightly

lower the fee below 0 .

In effect, we can conclude that in any equilibrium the lowest fee

is exactly 0 and the buyer chooses a cheapest platform offered by the

provider. The monotonicity of provider’s profit in the expected seller’s

profit then implies that in any equilibrium the provider offers a set of

platforms maximizing the seller’s expected profits and one of these plat-

forms is chosen by the buyer.
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